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European Countries and Switzerland provide Green Pass for people who fulfill the two doses’ vaccines but also for people who recovered from COVID–19. In order to prove that people recovered they should provide a positive PCR from more than two weeks ago, while IGG positive for COVID–19 is not accepted as a prove of recovery. This policy is not sustained by evidence–based medicine. The proportion of re–positive tests in discharged COVID–19 patients varied from 2.4 to 69.2% and persisted from 1 to 38 days after discharge, depending on population size, age of patients, and type of specimens [1–3]. Many causes of re–positive tests for SARS–CoV–2 in recovered COVID–19 patients are suggested, including false–negative, false–positive RT–PCR tests, reactivation and re–infection, but the mechanism leading to these re–positive cases is unclear. Therefore, it is weird to consider people that recovered after only two weeks following a positive PCR, without any other tests. IGG COVID–19 positive have a strong specificity around 99 to 100% [4] and IGG appears after around one month post COVID–19 which seems to be linked to a lower risk to be contagious comparing to only two weeks after the positive PCR. Moreover, the presence of IGG of COVID–19 is linked to a lower risk to develop again the disease rather than only a positive PCR, without any specific antibodies [5]. Taking into account those data, the politicians decided to bet on the positive PCR to deliver the green pass, without scientific data to sustain this decision, in spite of the strong specificity of the IGG, with a lower risk of re infection in case of IGG positive than PCR positive, with a lower risk to transmit the disease after one month’s in IGG than only two weeks after the PCR. Moreover, PCR are more expensive than the IGG and people receive automatically the Green Pass 10 days after the positive PCR, even if they are admitted in intensive care unit or even dead, which do not seem appropriate. The interest of this letter is to underline that the political decisions should be in concordance with evidence–based medicine data and sending the Pass only for people who ask for that. Giving the green pass automatically and only after positive PCR test but not after positive IGG COVID–19 appears to be in discordance with immunologic and epidemiological data.
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